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The Active Luminescence For x-Ray Emission Detection (ALFRED) project was a cooperative
research agreement between the University of Alabama in Huntsville Space Hardware Club and
NASA’s Undergraduate Student Instrument Project (USIP) for the construction of an x-ray
instrument to test anti-coincidence shielding in support of high-altitude atmospheric telescopes.
The mission’s purpose was to test a novel scintillation material and active shield geometry. This
paper focuses on the design of a scintillation detector, the development of high speed signal
processing and veto circuitry and the manufacturing of a high altitude pressure vessel. In addition,
test results obtained through a proof of concept flight on a zero pressure balloon launched from
the Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility in Fort Sumner, New Mexico are discussed. ALFRED
vetoed 21% to 49% of background events across 20-100 keV compared to a conventional anticoincidence shield’s veto rate of 19% to 53% of the events across its 10-75 keV range. By using a
combination of passive and active shielding methods, ALFRED demonstrated a lightweight, cheap
and effective shield.

I.
MCU
CLYC
XRD
PMT
KeV
CdTe

Nomenclature

= Micro Controller Unit
= Cesium Lithium Yttrium Chloride
= X-Ray Detector
= Photo Multiplier Tube
= Kilo electron Volt
= Cadmium Tellurite
II.

Introduction

In the Fall of 2016, the Space Hardware Club (SHC) submitted a proposal for a competitive NASA Undergraduate
Student Instrument Project (USIP) to construct an x-ray instrument for the testing of an anti-coincidence shield to
support the NASA HEROES balloon-borne x-ray telescope. High energy photons and particles can penetrate material
that is optically opaque, necessitating special shielding against background radiation in high energy telescope
operations – x-ray telescope performance is directly affected by the ability to distinguish between a radiation target
source and ambient background radiation. The mission goal was to develop an induced dead time shield architecture
that can effectively remove background. The project flew hardware mid-August 2018 on a proof of concept flight of
a 60 million cubic foot balloon in Fort Sumner, NM. The instrument used a CdTe detector sensitive to x-rays in the
20-100 keV range. The instrument collected proof of concept flight data up to 40 km altitude and novel data from 40
km to about 50 km. It employed a new type of shield geometry and tested a new scintillation material (CLYC) for
flight-worthiness. We present an overview of the ALFRED project with focuses on the design of a scintillation
detector, the development of high-speed signal processing and veto circuitry, and the manufacturing of a high-altitude
pressure vessel.
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III.

Mission Concept of Operations

ALFRED has four distinct flight operation phases. The first is the period where the instrument is on the ground.
The instrument is turned on and integrated with the balloon gondola. A baseline background count rate is established,
and nominal operation is confirmed. Next, flight engineers begin filling the balloon; the ascent phase begins when the
balloon lifts off. Science collection continues throughout this process. The main detector is continuously operated,
while the secondary detector maintains a 50% duty cycle. This results in a 50% duty cycle of the anticoincidence
shielding system, allowing the team to analyze the active shield’s performance versus purely passive shielding. The
primary science collection zone is around the altitude of 30 km. The second phase eventually transitions into the third
phase when the balloon bursts and the gondola’s parachute deploys. When landing is detected, the third phase
transitions into the fourth phase. High voltage power is disconnected, and recovery procedures commence.

Figure 1: ALFRED Mission Concept of Operation

IV.

Science Overview

Active Luminescence For x-Ray Emission and Detection
(ALFRED) is a balloon-borne anti-coincidence shield
designed to test an active shielding concept for x-ray
telescopes. Both the designed geometry and chosen detector
material have little flight heritage. The following subsections
describe the science requirements that drove the shield’s
design and discuss obtained flight data. An overview of the
science instrument is shown in Figure 2 on the left.

Figure 2: Science Instrument Overview
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A. Sensor Design
Anticoincidence shielding is a method to prevent background radiation from interfering with high-energy
observations and has seen popularity in recent years. It works by integrating data from two separate detectors: a
primary, and a secondary that encapsulates the primary in some way. If an event is simultaneously detected in both
the primary and secondary, it can be inferred that some high energy particle has come from something other than the
target source and could potentially interfere with the primary’s data output. Special circuitry is used to reject such
events. ALFRED is a variation on this approach. Its detector geometry allows for three possible combination of events
between its two detectors: events from the target registered only in the primary x-ray detector (simulated optics),
background radiation events registered only on the secondary scintillator, and background radiation registered on both.
The background events on the shield are not registered by the XRD, hence pose no issue. The background events
that register on the detector and scatter to the shield are undesirable and can be rejected by using anti-coincidence
circuitry.

Detector Selection:
The selection of ALFRED’s detectors was driven by the energy range of interest
for the now-defunct NASA x-ray telescope programs HEROES and
SUPERHEROES. Their energy range was for hard x-rays between 20 to 80 KeV.

1.

X-ray Detector:

The first, primary detector simulated the optics of an x-ray telescope.
The selected x-ray detector was a Custom Off-The Shelf Cadmium Tellurite
(CdTe) detector made by Amptek. It was selected for its absorption performance
in the energy range of interest, availability of supplementary COTS signal
processing electronics, and its heritage with the NASA mentors assigned to the
USIP group. The efficiency at the energy range of 20-80 KeV is ideal as shown
in Figure 4 below.
Figure 3: Sensor Design

2. Scintillator and PMT
The secondary detector was to
serve as the active shield. A
traditional
scintillation
type
detector was chosen. This type of
detector consists of a scintillation
crystal that emits photons which are
characteristic of the radiation
particle. The scintillation crystal is
coupled with a light sensor that
produces
electric
signals
Figure 4: CdTe Detection Efficiency Range and X-Ray Detector
corresponding to the light emitted by the scintillator. The team was provided an opportunity to use CLYC as our
scintillation crystal. A Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) was selected as our light sensor.
CLYC is a relatively new material that has garnered much attention as a radiation scintillation material. Though
CLYC is widely used for its ability to simultaneously detect gamma rays and neutrons, ALFRED used it as a hard xray detector. Since the material had little flight heritage, in addition to its fair performance with x-ray detection, the
team was interested in its high-altitude flight performance. Hence, an optically-coupled, light-tight, 3-inch diameter
CLYC and PMT combination was provided to the team by NASA mentors.
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3. Shield Geometry
Traditional active shield geometry involves surrounding the optics with crystal scintillation material on all sides
except for the telescope window as shown in Figure 4. ALFRED differed from this approach, using a novel shield
geometry in which a puck of scintillator material was placed exactly underneath the optics and surrounded by a thin
layer of passive shield material. This reduced the amount of scintillation material necessary while maintaining high
shield performance. The performance results are discussed in the Data Analysis Section.

Figure 4: Traditional scintillator geometry (left) and ALFRED geometry

V.
Electrical and Software Overview
A. Power Management and Signal Processing
1. Power Management:
A 28V supply of power was
provided to the instrument by the
balloon gondola. The 28V power
supply was stepped up to 1000V
in order to power the high
voltage Photomultiplier Tube
(PMT) using a COTS socket,
and to 500V in order to power
the X-ray Detector (XRD) using
a custom PC5 power module.
The 28V was also stepped down
to 8V, 6V, 5V and 3.3 V to
provide power to COTS and inhouse signal processing units.
The block diagram outlines the
power distribution in the
instrument.

Figure 5: Power Block Diagram
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2. Signal Processing and Veto Circuitry
An anti-coincidence shield was designed so simultaneous events on
the XRD (simulated optics) and the scintillator (shield) would be vetoed,
and so that only events in the field of view of the XRD would be registered
in the Custom-Off the Shelf signal processing unit. For this purpose, the
signal generated by the shield during a radiation event was digitized using
in-house signal processing circuitry. Firstly, the current signal generated
by the PMT was converted to a voltage signal using a high-speed transimpedance amplifier. This was then passed through a comparator to
digitize and filter signals generated by radiation events lower than the
threshold energy level. Finally, a one shot of a fixed time constant was
implemented at the tail of the comparator to effectively account for any
delay in the signal. This digitized signal was used as a trigger to control
the data acquisition of the COTS signal processing unit. A background
event is registered by the shield and triggers the COTS signal processing
unit to stop recording, while an event in the FOV of the detector only
registers on the XRD is collected by the COTS unit.

Software

Figure 6: Veto Circuitry

ALFRED’s onboard MCU was used to compile data from sensors and devices and transmit their telemetry
to the ground. It was also used to control the activation of the detector, the DP5 board, the Atmel board, and various
other tasks. It was programmed using C, and was capable of interpreting commands passed to it by the gondola.

Figure 7. ALFRED Ground Station GUI
The instrument was controlled from the ground through a graphical user interface (GUI) that was programmed in
MATLAB, seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Three general data streams were passed through the gondola and parsed by
the GUI in real time: packets from the gondola itself, which included flight data such as altitude, external temperature,
and external pressure; instrumentation packets, which included data such as device status, internal pressure, and
internal temperature at various points; and histogram packets which came from the DP5 board and included count
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data. The ground station GUI was also used to send signals to the instrument. This was primarily used for manually
turning the detector on and off, and resetting the Atmel board as needed. The GUI featured live plots of instrument
readouts as well as gondola data.

Figure 8: A photo of ALFRED's Ground Station during the Instrument's Flight

VI.

Integration

Figure 9 below shows the integration logic of all subsystems. There is an electrical interface between the science
and data acquisition systems through which the obtained data is passed for processing and storage. The data acquisition
system interfaces with the mission MCU which both triggers the veto and stores the signals received. The mission
MCU interfaces with the gondola through a radio link to download telemetry during flight as well as to send
commands. The power management unit receives power from the gondola and supplies it to every non-structural
component. The thermal system is not a part of the complete integration. The thermal unit is not controlled by or
dependent on any other units. Finally, the mechanical housing interfaces with every component mechanically and
modularly houses and protects the entire instrument while maintaining nominal pressure.

Figure 9: Integration Block Diagram
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VII.

Data Analysis

ALFRED was able to collect data at a float altitude uncommon for radiation detectors – 48km. ALFRED’s energy
spectrum for the entire flight in Figure 10 shows that ALFRED vetoed 21%-49% of background events across 20-100
KeV. A conventional anticoincidence shield at a similar altitude vetoed 19%-53% of the events across its 10-75 KeV
range. This demonstrates that ALFRED’s performance is comparable to a traditional anticoincidence shield.

Figure 10: ALFRED Spectrum

Mechanical Overview
A. Design Requirements
ALFRED’s mechanical design was first and foremost driven by Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility (CSBF)
payload requirements. Due to the nature of the science mission, a top space on the gondola was required. Each top
space had a volume of 30”X30”X30” with a maximum weight allocation per payload of 300 lbs. The CSBF specified
that attachment points were four ½” 28 UNF fine thread studs at the edges of the plate, extending 2” upwards. NyLock
aircraft-style fasteners were recommended. Structurally, the payload was required to withstand launch, posttermination, and impact loads of 10G’s without failure or pieces coming off and creating a free-fall hazard. Thermally,
the experiment was exposed to cold temperatures and low pressure. Expected temperatures included -70C at the
Tropopause during ascent and general warming to +30C (depending on sun exposure) at float through solar noon. The
flight was expected to last as long as 10 hours.
Science requirements dictated that a window transparent to photons in the science range be present at the top of
the instrument. Polycarbonate was found to be suitable for this purpose.
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Figure 11: CAD model and assembly of the final instrument

The presence of high voltage circuitry created a potential arcing hazard at low pressures, which necessitated that
the instrument be enclosed in a pressurized vessel. For the sake of simplicity, the team chose to seal the vessel at
ground level and design the casing so that little to no gas would escape as the outside pressure dropped. Two O-rings
were utilized on the top plate and the window, and a valve was included to enable flooding the vessel with nitrogen
before ascent in order to displace moisture-laden air. The graph below in Figure 12 shows the pressure retention on
flight day.

Figure 12: Pressure data from flight
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VIII.

Flight Operations and balloon specification

For the first time since 2002, the Columbia Scientific Ballooning Facility launched its 60 million cubic foot, zeropressure balloon, shown during the filling process in Figure 13. ALFRED was part of a test payload for this flight.
The gondola, shown in Figure 14 below, weighed considerably less than the balloon’s typical payload, and as a result
flew to a record altitude for this vehicle of 48 km. The ALFRED team travelled to New Mexico with the instrument
to support the balloon campaign alongside other teams. The total flight duration was 8 hours and 20 minutes, of which
3.5 hours were at the float altitude.

Figure 13: 60 million cubic feet zero pressure balloon

Figure 14: Team Picture with Balloon Gondola (Note ALFRED at the center of the image)

IX.

Results

X-ray detectors are conventionally shielded with heavy, passive materials such as lead. Mass is at a premium on
air and space-based platforms, however, so there has been interest in more sophisticated solutions. Active shield
solutions promise higher mass efficiency, but are also expensive and more complex. By using a hybrid of passive and
active shielding methods, ALFRED has demonstrated a lightweight, cheap, and effective shield at an altitude of 48
km.
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